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Preface: 
It’s been four years since I started taking photos, and more than one year 

since I started photo-blogging under the name kRiZ cPEc - a name coined to 

represent myself on the Web. To thank readers for their support, to review 

the photos I have taken so far, and to reach out to potential subscribers, I think it would be nice 

to present the chosen shots in the form of a photo book. 

I started working on this project since late September. First I chose 21 shots – 9 from 2007, 

and 12 from 2008 – to be included here; then I tried to recall the memorable thing behind each 

of the chosen shots. Photos taken in 2006 or before are already a distant memory, and not many 

are good enough to be included here, so I skipped those years altogether. For 2007, I got most of 

the included shots on the second half of that year, and the stories behind them are still vivid in 

my mind. 
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 To choose shots taken this year to include was a bit harder as the 

shots are new and many looked good to me. In the eyes of experienced 

photographers, however, my photos may only be “good, but not yet 

great”, and there is room to improve. Therefore, I would be very happy 

to receive suggestions and comments, so I can see my shortcomings and the way to improve.  

To come with captions and to make them easy to read is not easy for an unskilful writer like 

me, yet I am aware that a photo book needs to reach some requirements before it can be 

qualified as one. 

I have worked to make this book as readable as I can, still this is only my first one and there 

sure are flaws which I can’t spot, give me your comments so my next photo book would be a 

better one. 

kRiZ cPEc 
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One – Blooming 

 
For any flowers, blooming is the most beautiful moment. The flower is called Rhodomyrtus 

tomentosa, or Rose Myrtle. 
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Two – Tsing Ma Bridge at Dusk 

 
The Tsing Ma Bridge, the world’s seventh longest bridge, has been, and still is, a favourite 

subject among local photographers, professional and amateur alike. Seeing shots of the bridge 
made me what to shot it myself. This was taken in July, 2007. 
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Three – Lotus 

 
This was taken on July at the Weiyuan Lake, Chinese Univ. of Hong Kong. It is included in 

here for the reflection. I remember clearly that a week later when I went there again this flower 
had gone.  
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Four – Chinese Alyxia 

 
One of my hiking friends told me that this is the flower of Chinese Alyxia. Taken during a 

hike in Sai Kung, a area rich in vegetations. 
. 
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Five – A Red Lory & A Rainbow Lorikeet 

 
The red lory (left) happened to sit next to a rainbow lorikeet (right) when I took this shot – 

November 2007. I don’t get to take picture of the red lory again until now. Anyway, I was quite 
happy that this shot appears on the first page if I search Google Image for “red lory”. 
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Six – Southern Crowned Pigeon  

 
At 70 cm tall, the Southern Crowned Pigeon is one of the largest birds residing in the 

Edward Youde Aviary, Hong Kong Park. When I took this shot, this huge pigeon was only steps 
away from me. It was one of the memorable shots and I used it as my profile picture (right)  
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Seven – Golden 

 
I got this when I was hiking with friends, included it here for its texture and colour. 
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Eight – Trails of Light 

 
It took me some attempts until I got the exposure right. I first tried to photograph this traffic 

on December 2006 and got a seriously over-exposed shot. I went there again in January 2007 
and at last I got it right. 
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Nine – Purple-tailed Imperial Pigeon 

 
This shot was taken in October, 2007.I would google information on each of the birds I 

photographed so I could know more about them and found answers to my questions. Yet the 
one unsolved question for bird is why it’s so called when I don’t see purple on its tail? 



2008 
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One – Red Leaf 

 
It was still winter in Hong Kong back then. I was searching for red leaves, which I thought 

was a rarity in Hong Kong. And I was wrong – it was only that I didn’t know where to find them 
before. 
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Two – A Coscoroba Swan drinking its reflection 

 
Kowloon Park has a bird lake which is one of my favourite spot for bird photos. At the time I 

took this shot, I thought it was a duck, only after I checked the species list on the Park’s website 
that I knew what this really is: not a duck, but a Coscoroba Swan. 
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Three – Wide-angle sunset 

 
It was a fine day, I was on a ferry, and I was lucky to have my camera with me. Otherwise I 

wouldn’t be able to capture this beautiful sunset. 
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Four – Two Spotted Doves 

 
This shot was taken in Edward Youde Aviary, Hong Kong Park. At first there was only one 

bird on the tip of that trunk, then another flew over and moved closer to the other. This shot 
was what I saw soon afterwards.  

I love the closeness between this two. 
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Five – Greater Green Leafbird 

 
This was another shot of the Greater Green Leafbird, a small bird. The thing next to where 

it sat was most likely the remains of a kiwi. 
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Six – A spectacular outlook 

 
This August has been a month with lots of sunny days. I went hiking in Lamma Island two 

Sundays in a row. I got to see beautiful views like this and some spiders. 
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Seven – A Black-capped Lory’s feast 

 
After I learned that additional fruits would be given out on fixed time every day, I started 

going to the Aviary week after week to photograph the birds eating. And it paid off when I got 
this – a lory with papaya seed on its beak. 
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Eight – Time 

 
Out of a sudden itch to take a macro picture or two, I did a close-up of my alarm clock. It 

wasn’t bright enough so I turned on a torch when taking this shot – and it got bluish.  
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Nine – Bali Mynah 

 
This bird is among the most difficult subjects. 
To get a right shots take some luck and quite a 
few attempts. I chose this shot for the detail it 
captured. 
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Ten – Sky of Macao 

 
This was taken on the fortress next to the Museum of Macau, I was intended for shots of sunset, 
and what I got after some waiting was only a sky like this. 
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Eleven – School of Kois 

 
There’s an artificial lake where fishes, turtles are kept. When I passed it by that day, a boy was 
feeding them, the whole school of kois gathered, fighting to get as many bread as they could. 
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Twelve – Sunset at Cyberport, Hong Kong 

 
As the title suggests, this was taken in Cyberport, the one standing there is a statue. 
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After words: 
I came up with the idea to create a photo book as a give-away 

item with the hope to take my blog further; to get more exposure for 

my shots; to get critiques for experienced photographers, and most 

importantly, to get more subscribers.  

So first, a shameless promotion – subscribe to my photo blog if 

you like the photos included here, they are all up for viewing at 

http://krizcpec.blogspot.com . Subscribe today if you haven’t do so. Take a look at my 

photos at PictureSocial, there’re even more. And if you like to make suggestions in private, 

please email me at krizcpec2@yahoo.com.sg or kristia.lui@gmail.com. I check both accounts 

equally frequent. 

There are a few things I learned and got to understand better in the process of creating this 
book.  
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Regarding the layout and design of a photo book, I learned that to make the whole thing a 

coherent one requires care when it comes to the use of fonts, the selection of theme and the 

photos, and from the information I gathered from photo book service websites, a photo book, 

landscape or portrait, requires at least 20 pages, single- or 

double-sided, photos resolutions at 1200x1600 or larger, and 

the photo should be 300ppi. The number of photos depends on 

the choice of layout and theme, the size of the book, and the 

number of shots to be included on each page. These online 

services do come with a cost, which varies between companies.  

Down-and-out as I am, I chose the costless and the most 

time-consuming option - make the entire book up with MS 

Word, which is why this book may look anything but professional. 
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It has become my belief that everything has it beauty side, and therefore everything, from 

spiders to fallen leaves to a boy enjoying himself, can all be 

a good subject to photograph. Now as I browse through my 

photo collections, reviewing each of the shots included here, 

I came to a new understanding that every shot is more than 

just a record of decisive moments from the past: every shot 

comes with a story; every shot comes with a memory – 

every shot is a memory itself. 
 


